
The Best Is Yet To Come: Stew Peters Reveals Plan To Take Down The Global
Media (VIDEO 12 min)

Description

USA: 2021 was a disastrous year for America, and 2022 isn’t looking much better. We have inflation,
soaring crime, our schools are a mess. Children have been kept masked so long that now child
development specialists say they aren’t even learning to talk or socialize properly. They’re too screwed
up now. The War in Afghanistan ended as a shambling disgrace, but our leaders are racing to start a
new fight with Russia. And Russia has embarrassed them by successfully annexing Ukraine’s Donbas
region.

Things are rotten, and more and more people know it. Legitimate regimes keep power by responding
to the public and delivering on their promises. But this regime isn’t legitimate, it despises the public,
and it’s incapable of delivering on its promises. So the only tool it has left is force. In Canada, that
means running over praying Christians with cops on horseback.

It means seizing people’s trucks and bank accounts to destroy their lives. And here in America, it
means shutting down free speech, and kicking people off social media and Airbnb and denying them
access to the financial system. They can’t win the public over, so all they can do is crush their right to
speak out at all. They hope that if they can break our spirits and isolate us, we’ll think we’re alone and
give up.

And that, of course, is why they want this show silenced too. The demonic people who hold power over
this country see this show as dangerous. They want to obliterate it by any means necessary. They will
fail, but they are trying.

Spotify kicked this show off their service, without even notifying us by the way, which I’m pretty sure is
a violation of the contract they sign with creators. Of course, even if they had notified us, it wouldn’t
have mattered. We’re not Joe Rogan. We’re not gonna bow down. We’re not gonna apologize and
suck up to them, or suck something else if you catch my drift.

Around the same time, iHeartRadio moved to take the Stew Peters Show out also. They ordered every
station affiliated with them to drop us, and they meant it. One of their stations, Mojo 50, stood by us.
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They kept playing us. So one day they called the operations manager at Mojo, Beth, and told her to get
with the program. “Stew Peters is dangerous misinformation,” blah blah blah. Beth emailed back to ask
what in particular they were referring to.

In response, they called her, because they didn’t want this exchange logged in email. Once again,
pressuring her to take this show off the air. She asks them, point blank, if the station will get taken
down if Mojo refuses. They won’t say, of course, because they’re always liars like that. She asks why
she never received an email, so she could share with her attorney, and they say “well, we were hoping
to do this without attorneys.” Of course that’s what they wanted. They’re thugs, and they want to get
what they want and trample over whoever they want to get it.

They babbled at her about a statement I gave to The Daily Beast. Wanna know what I said? I said
iHeart and Spotify are propaganda arms of a globalist machine dedicated to destroying freedom, truth,
and Christianity. That’s true, and their behavior every day is proving it.

Well, Mojo didn’t play along, so the other day they got a notice in the mail that their station was being
taken down. That’s commitment. This show is an hour a day. They’re willing to blow up an entire 24-
hour radio station just to take down this show, to silence our voice. Nobody has ever once been forced
to listen to this show.

Well, they can try to do whatever they want. But here’s the ironclad reality: We have millions of people
who want to hear this show.

The Stew Peters Show is launching a new platform called Roar Nation. It’s going to be a real
uncancellable place for free voices that will not be intimidated. We have Shots Fired with Deanna
Lorraine, the Richard Leonard Show, the Dr. Jane Ruby Show, and starting next week, those that were
in the station will have a new home here.

On Monday, we’ll introduce a morning show, and in addition to this show and the others I’ve
mentioned, plus a few that I haven’t, you’ll get the Daily Mojo with Brad Staggs and Ron Phillips, every
morning for two hours.

We’re going to have Americanuck Radio with Mike Filip from just across the Canadian border, we’re
giving a platform to Maria Zeee reporting the truth from Australia, and some more that are upcoming
and yet to be announced.

All of this is going to be accessible right at StewPeters.com. It’s going to be kept alive by our listeners,
whether they’re truckers or nurses or small business owners, the blue collar backbone of America.

Are they going to try to cancel this? Oh, you bet they will. We can’t wait for them to try. But guess
what? We’ve been preparing for this. We’re independently-hosted. We have our own payment
processors, our own equipment, our own everything. They’ll have to shut down the entire Internet to
bring us down.

We look forward to the long fight to come, because really it’s not a fight. We’re already on the winning
team. These satan-worshiping demonic globalists that want to crush your freedom, the pedophiles and
freak show trannies that get off on forcing masks on your kids and grooming them into mutilating
themselves or hating their skin color, and the so-called elites and fossils ripping off the lunch pail-
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carrying, hard-working patriots and forcing shots onto the entire American populace think they’ve
picked a fight with Stew Peters, but they’re wrong. They’ve picked a fight with Almighty God, and He
has already won.

So bring it. We’ll be right here. You know where to find us. We’ll be clinging to our Bibles and our guns
and protecting our families, our freedom and our future, pointing everyone to the Cross and proudly
and shamelessly sharing and spreading the Gospel in Jesus’ name.

 

The opinions expressed by contributors and/or content partners are their own and do not necessarily
reflect the views of Red Voice Media. Contact us for guidelines on submitting your own commentary.
Red Voice Media would like to make a point of clarification on why we do not refer to any shot related
to COVID-19 as a “vaccine.” According to the CDC, the definition of a vaccine necessitates that said
vaccine have a lasting effect of at least one year in preventing the contraction of the virus or disease
it’s intended to fight. Because all of the COVID-19 shots thus far available have barely offered six
months of protection, and even then not absolute, Red Voice Media has made the decision hereafter to
no longer refer to the Pfizer, Moderna, or Johnson & Johnson substances as vaccinations.
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